WHAT WE LOVE ABOUT VALENTINE’S DAY...

I like eating different chocolates.
- Luke, 4D

Eating food and chocolate and a tradition is when my dad gets me chocolates and my mom gets me a stuff bear.
- Celeen, 3M

I like candy.
- Riley, 1N

My favorite part of Valentine’s Day is getting candy and spending time with my family.
- Juliet, 3M

My favorite part of Valentine’s Day is getting Valentines.
- Gemma, 2D

My mom decorates the house or I get presents and see my cousins.
- Kiera, 3M

Getting candy.
- Xavier, 4R

Getting out Valentine’s.
- Sasha, 1C

My favorite part of Valentine’s Day is when I pass out Valentines.
- Leia, IL

Eating Chocolate.
- Sara, 2D

My favorite part of Valentine’s Day is getting Valentines.
- Michael, 3A